The study of lowest eigenmodes of the covariant Laplacian in fundamental representation of the gauge group revealed their specific localization properties. These may bear information on confinement of fundamental scalar particles in SU(2) Yang-Mills vacuum. It was expected that scalar particle eigenmodes in other representations would be localized in different physical volumes. However simulations show strikingly different results for the adjoint and higher (J = 3/2) representations. Apart from much higher extent of localization, we find evidence of different scaling behavior of localized eigenmodes.
Introduction
A preceding talk at this meeting [1] presented our results [2] on localization properties of the covariant Laplacian in the fundamental representation. The operator studied is the simplest discretization of the covariant Laplacian:
(∆φ ) where U αβ x,µ is covariant transporter in the given representation. To investigate localization we calculate the Inverse Participation Ratio of the probability density of a wave function:
which allows us to estimate the "mean" localization volume at given parameters and reveal its scaling properties.
Adjoint representation
The adjoint covariant transporter is (with U x,µ being in the fundamental representation)
which is SO(3) group-valued and has trivial image of the center subgroup. IPR values for the lowest eigenmodes (e.m.'s) are shown in Fig. 1 which covers a wide range in weak couplings (β = 2.10 . . . 2.60) and lattice volumes. The most striking fact is the scaling of IPR with lattice spacing a:
The shape of the localization region turns out to be approximately spherical, as clearly seen from density visualizations [3] . The radius of support of any localized mode shrinks to zero as a → 0. The same analysis is performed for finite temperature field configurations. We take lattices with time extension of L t = 4 (the critical point is at β c ≈ 2.30), while the space extension of our lattices varies between L s = 16 . . . 28 lattice spacings. To see the effect of crossing the phase transition we used values of β = 2.25 and β = 2.35. For any point 20 independent configurations are sampled, sufficient to reveal the qualitative behavior of IPRs. Figures 1 and 2 show the same scaling behavior of IPR, hence the same scaling of localization volume remains valid both below and above the deconfinement temperature T c .
Despite the similarity of results in confinement and deconfinement phases the localization is related to infrared phenomena. Dimensional analysis of localization volume implies that
and V loc is determined by some mixed scale. Now the following question is addressed: Could such localization result from ordinary gaussian fluctuations, or is it due to confining features of the quantum vacuum? To check this, we simulate the model of gauge fields coupled to Higgs fields in the fundamental representation. It is known to have two phases: confinement-like and Higgs-like [4, 5] , but any two points in the phase diagram can be joined by a line along which the free energy is entirely analytic. The transition between the two phases is the vortex depercolation transition: In the confinement-like phase vortices are abundant and percolate over the whole lattice volume, while in the Higgs-like phase the vortex density is small and vortices do not percolate [6, 7] . The model action is given by
At β = 2.1 the phase transition occurs at γ = 0.9. Two values of γ are taken for comparison: γ = 0.7 (confinement-like) and γ = 1.2 (Higgs-like). Fig. 3 shows a drastic reduction of IPR in the Higgs phase. Other tests [2] also show that in the Higgs-like phase the lowest eigenmodes are much more extended; a crucial point is that the falloff of the density outside the support is not exponential in the Higgs-like phase, and this is inconsistent with Anderson localization. 
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J = 3/2 representation
Another representation studied is a complex 4-dimensional, or isospin J = 3/2 color SU(2) representation. The center subgroup is non-trivial and the effect of P-vortices could be separated when one compares the original gauge field and the one modified via the de Forcrand-D'Elia trick [8] . The scaling behavior of IPR is shown in Fig. 4a . The localization volume diminishes with lattice spacing even more quickly than for the adjoint representation. From Fig. 4 one concludes
Density plots in [3] show that the support of these localized modes is again spherical. All geometrical parameters of localization seem to be governed only by the ultraviolet scale Λ QCD . Unlike the case of fundamental representation, the eigenmodes of J = 3/2 Laplacian are localized on modified (vortex-removed) fields almost as sharply as on original fields (see Fig. 4b ). • The deconfinement transition doesn't influence the character of localization in the adjoint and J = 3/2 representations.
The relation of localization of covariant-Laplacian eigenmodes to confinement is questionable in the light of our results, in particular of the dependence of the degree of localization on the group representation of the Laplacian. It may be that localized eigenmodes in different group representations are probing different features and different length scales of the QCD vacuum.
